When one looks at the situation of Pewdiepie, he has more subscribers than many countries have people in, he is now at 95 million.

However, there is a catch here. Pewdiepie is something the enemy and their system doesn't really "like" insofar "it's a white" and successful person who is not only helping Whites, but also giving entertainment and has the respect of many millions. He's the typical blonde blue-eyed guy that the enemy does hate.

This hatred of the jews is expressed in how they constantly mistreat and they have tried to constantly foil Pewdiepie on an endless number of attempts to slander him, equate him with things he is not, and in general turn the world against him. It's probably known to the enemy that Pewdiepie is aware of more than one thing.

Another thing the enemy dislikes about Pewdiepie is that he made himself, and the system of control did not make him. In a sense, he owes favors to nobody but his own fanbase. He is really the notion of what "An individual" does mean insofar power is concerned, and that is in the middle of a general system that is owned by the enemy.

The borg hates individuality. Our whole political dialectic is increasingly becoming a war against any notion of 'individuality' that is cloaking the dagger behind a socialist robe that will lead to communism.Suppressing individuality to total degrees is how the enemy's ideology works.

Jews call Pewdiepie a "Nazi" simply because to them everyone with blue eyes and in general Aryan is a Nazi. You can't be a non-Nazi and this is because they know better than anyone that the issue is not ideological but racial. The jews will extinct both the liberal "Blonde Blue eyed" or "White guy", and the "Nazi" in the same mission. They see no divide of race and ideology, this is only a false perception they give out to the Gentiles to deceive them.

As such it's not a problem for them to not have 'evidence' of anyone's "Nazi" affiliations, the mere gene pool of White people is a "Nazi" gene pool, which is the reason they also do what they do in Europe with the infestation of foreign
blood. On the same case, you also have the reverse motion: All jews are jewish despite their "political affiliations", and even the most radically "against" their own agenda, do still remain jews, but not necessarily favored.

Any person who was not Pewdiepie and basically was someone else, and is literally on this "Beyond King" status that Pewdiepie is, would be more than likely an asshole, a jackass, or in general an arrogant person. People have flown off the handle with this by having way less - closely nothing to the amount of power he has. And here lies the next problem the jews have.

Pewdiepie displays also that Whites are not in general these hateful and bigoted people who want to kill everyone etc. They are quite fine and good people who also, by nature, do not mistreat what is the concept of power, be this financial and social, at least not as much as many others are doing on the planet. This is because of an inner nobility they do possess. Pewdiepie has more power than many arrogant jews who run hollywood and promote genocidal agendas, but he is not wrestling it in a socially destructive way.

And this is why now the enemy is on a paranoid mode to destroy all social constructs that give people so much power. They do not want people to be able to express themselves outside of the context of their societal violent control. This is why so many channels are also going down. Instead of Youtube just being impersonal and a platform, it clearly has a political affiliation, and this is why the Jew York Times and others try to corner everyone, even the cool and simple dudes like Pewdiepie.

To the non-jew aware person, this may look like a coincidence, but to the person in awareness of the jewish agenda, this looks like only a pattern. It's just a pattern that is taking place.

And basically even the "totally normal and systemic" people like Stephen Crowder. Crowder is just a kid that likes capitalism and quite a few normal American values such as freedom and gun ownership, which is perfectly sensible and normal. From an actual perspective his arguments against communism are in many ways totally correct. All communist countries became total shitholes and people suffered immensely, there is no debate here for anyone who has some history awareness.

However, his channel is also under persecution now legally. Jones was another case, and there are many others. What they could scoop with minimal damage and social drawback, they did. So they are taking these people down. If Jones
made it to 30,000,000 subs (He was already bigger than the New York Times and Washington post as it were) then he would be able to start having an immense amount of influence. And general values he represented like opening the gate to "Conspiracies" which now are understood to boil unto one jewish conspiracy, had the system panic, and take him down over arbitrary reasoning.

This makes me think that they want or may try this with Pewdiepie, but they are too weak to get this across, it's just too risky probably at this point, especially given the stupid context they have created with general persecution against him that failed through the media. They cannot lie about him because he easily sues or disputes them. This will have an effect on closely 100,000,000 people of all ages, and this will catch too much fire and get too much traction which is going to spiral out of control. So, if they want revenge over him, they may go for other and underhanded ways.

Youtube is, however, going into a "Purge mode" where it systematically purges all sorts of, on the surface, unrelated people. This is systematically done from the left, which is the new slang for the jews at this point. Many normal people who resist the system will simply be called more and more as "White Supremacists" and "Nazis" and this is because a directive will be needed so the ungrateful hordes, Kalergi specimen, and disgusting jews will need more reason to hunt down more and more people to bolster their final communist agenda. "First they came for your neighbor and then they came for you". Soon, everyone will be out of neighbors if people do not act now.

The loose definitions of the jews reek of Communism, as it's typical of them when they try to wrestle free countries into submission and basically ideological communism, rob free speech, rob rights - everything under the sun. Crowder has gone on to put a video to force them to draw the line on what is a "White Supremacist" because apparently this has reached the point where everything is called "White Supremacist" if it's White and as a species it wants to just exist. All these unverifiable terms they are using to arbitrarily attack people, all the way from Pewdiepie, to Jones, to anything that has White skin and a few traits.

Soon, the jews will be like in public: "If you see it and it breathes, and it has a White skin, it's a Nazi, so it must be killed!".

While many people believe they can hide behind the so-called "Ideology barrier" and kiss ass to the enemy as the progression of the demographics goes in the enemy's favor, this so-called "Ideology barrier" i.e., kissing the enemy's ass, will stop being profitable and/or effective. This will have major manifestations in
society in the next upcoming years, which it already has.

We are not in the same world where we were even 10 years ago in regards to the enemy's paranoia on these things. As their agenda is climaxing and progressing, so does their paranoia increase on the reaction of the people upon which they prey.

They will even more forcefully and violently reveal themselves. What was one day a 'conspiracy theory' will only become "Well, it's fucking reality" pretty soon.